English
In guided reading we continue to
read a range of books. Please
ensure that you read daily at
home with your child. In our
writing lessons we will be
exploring Roald Dahl books; The
Minpins and Fantastic Mr Fox.
We will be developing our story
writing.
Maths
We are starting the new term
exploring statistics, collecting
and interpreting lots of data. We
will also be carrying out lots of
mathematical investigations to
revise
addition and subtraction
RE
ready
3.
We willfor
beYear
exploring
different
faiths and their main values,
such as Islam and the Five
Pillars. RE gives us the
opportunity to reflect on our own
beliefs and values too.

Science
We have really enjoyed learning
about animals so we are going
to continue to learn even more
about animals as well as
investigate how plants grow.
Curriculum Overview
Year 2 Summer 2
Creative Arts
We are learning two songs for a
performance for parents. We will
also have lots of opportunities to
develop our drawing techniques
as part of our topic learning.
Computing
We continue being Internet Legends,
exploring how to stay safe on the
internet. We are also using the Ipads
SEAL
and chromebooks to use mathletics
Our
final maths
theme work!
of the year is,
for extra
Changes. We will be reflecting on
how we have changed this year as
well as the changes we are
anticipating with moving to year 3.

Topic
Our new topic is Britain at War.
We will be developing our
learning and understanding from
when we explored the Home
Front. We will be finding out how
the war affected our local area
and what impact the war had on
the
PE country once it was over.
Our indoor PE is dance and is
every MONDAY. Our outdoor
PE is athletics and Sports Day
every WEDNESDAY. Please
ensure PE kits are in school for
both days.

